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Exciting news! The BC Ministry of Citizens’ Services has 

launched a public consultation on freedom of information 

and privacy rights in BC, and we need your help! Here’s 

your chance to voice your thoughts, concerns or ideas 

for change. Help us put an end to record destruction, 

failure to create records, FOI loopholes, and other 

opaque government practices! 

Over the past few months, we ramped up pressure on 

the new government with our Ipsos poll and a joint letter 

sent to Premier John Horgan pushing for information 

rights reform.  

 

Continued... 

The time for information rights reform is 

here!  

And we need your help! 

https://twitter.com/bcfipa
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Ipsos posed the following four questions to 803 British 
Columbians on behalf of FIPA, and received the 
following responses: 

1. In your opinion, how important is it that provincial 
government officials are legally required to keep 
accurate and complete records of what they do on 
the job? 

 Very important – 81% 

 Somewhat important – 17% 

 Not very important – 1% 

 Not at all important – <1% 

 Don’t know – 2% 

2. BC's information and privacy law currently does not 
have penalties for interfering with information access 
rights. Many other Canadian jurisdictions do have 
such penalties. Should government officials who 
interfere with access to information rights face 
penalties? 

 Yes – 85% 

 No – 3% 

 Don’t know – 12% 

3. BC's information and privacy law currently covers 
subsidiaries of municipal governments, but not those 
of school boards, colleges and universities. This 

means these education subsidiaries are not subject 
to freedom of information requests. How important 
do you think it is that these education subsidiaries 
be covered by Freedom of Information laws? 

 Very important – 53% 

 Somewhat important – 33% 

 Not very important – 4% 

 Not at all important – 1% 

 Don’t know – 8% 

4. BC's new provincial government has made a 
number of commitments about changes they would 
make to BC's information and privacy law, but has 
yet to announce any new initiatives. How important 
do you think it is that the government bring in 
reforms to the information and privacy law before the 
next BC election? 

 Very important – 47% 

 Somewhat important – 38% 

 Not very important – 7% 

 Not at all important – 1% 

 Don’t know – 8% 

Continued... 

FIPA will continue to push for: 

 A legislated duty to document, 

 Penalties for interfering with information access rights, and 

 Bringing education subsidiaries under FIPPA. 

There are more aspects of the Act that we would like to see changed, which can be found in our 

2015 Submission to the Special Committee to Review FIPPA. If you would like to see a copy of this 

submission, you can find it online at: https://fipa.bc.ca/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/FIPA

-sub-to-FIPPA-rvw-committee-Oct-2015-FINAL.pdf 

What are the issues? 

But we still need your support!  

2018 Poll  Results are in! 



ABOUT FIPA 

The BC Freedom of Information and Privacy 

Association (FIPA) is a non-partisan, non-profit society 

that was established in 1991 to promote and defend freedom 

of information and privacy rights in Canada.  

Our goal is to empower citizens by increasing their access to 

information and their control over their own personal 

information.  

We serve a wide variety of individuals and organizations 

through programs of public education, public assistance, 

research and law reform. 
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Why should I care? 

FIPPA was meant to help create a culture of 

openness and transparency within the 

government. Today, however, we frequently see 

public bodies either failing to create records, or 

destroying them in order to avoid the possibility of 

release to FOI requesters. We are getting more calls and hearing more stories from concerned 

citizens who are not able to get the information they are looking for. This lack of  transparency 

fosters a culture of secrecy with no accountability. 

How can I participate? 

You can participate in two ways: online discussions, or make a written submission.  

 You can access the online discussions here: https://engage.gov.bc.ca/infoaccess/ 

 For a written submission, the process differs depending on whether you’re writing as an 

private citizen or as an organizational and expert body. More information can be found here: 

https://engage.gov.bc.ca/infoaccess/written-submissions/ 

Feedback deadline is April 9, 2018 at 4PM 
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Joint letter calls for action on FOI and privacy reform 

As mentioned in our call to action, FIPA along with a number of well-known groups and individuals, sent a 

joint letter to Premier John Horgan supporting Freedom of Information and privacy reform, and offering to 

help bring this about. Since the Ministry of Citizens’ Services announced their public consultation, we wanted 

to share this letter with our supporters.  

Dear Premier Horgan:  

Re: Reform of Freedom of Information and Privacy Legislation 

We are writing you regarding the need for immediate action in 
bringing about long-delayed reform of the Freedom of 
Information and Protection of Privacy Act (FIPPA). 

Doubtless you appreciate that although that law was 
groundbreaking for the early 1990s, (when it was brought in by 
the NDP government of Mike Harcourt), it has become outdated 
and is in need of serious reform, as last year’s Special Legislative 
Committee outlined in its report. Some of the reforms called for 
include: 

 Implementing a legislative duty to document in FIPPA itself, 

 Bringing in legislative solutions to end the over-application 
of certain exceptions to disclosure, particularly sections 12 
(cabinet records) and 13 (policy advice) of the Freedom of 
Information and Protection of Privacy Act, 

 Bringing the subsidiaries of educational and other public 
bodies within the scope of the FIPPA, and 

 Implementing mandatory breach notification. 

It is our view that work must begin immediately on updating the 
Act. 

In the meantime, we would like to remind you of an action your 
government can take immediately to demonstrate a concrete 
commitment to improving the system. 

During the last election, your party was asked by the BC Freedom 
of Information and Privacy Association about a policy brought in 
by the previous government to post “the texts of Freedom of 
Information requests it receives even before releasing any 
information [to] the requester.” BC FIPA asked two questions, 
which are set out below along with your party’s responses: 

 
Q. Do you agree with this policy, and if so, why? 

A. No. 

Q. If not, will your government end this practice? 

A. Yes. 

 
This practice continues to this day, despite your party’s very clear 
statement that it does not agree with it and will end it. 

This does not require legislation or Chamber time, so we are 
puzzled as to why your government has yet to carry out your 
party’s quite categorical commitment to end it. 

Finally, we would like to mention the result of a poll conducted 
last month by Ipsos Canada for BC FIPA. When asked how 
important they thought it was that your government bring in 
reforms to the information and privacy law before the next BC 
election, 47 percent said it was very important, and 38 percent 
said it was somewhat important. 

We are available to work with your government to help bring 
about positive changes to protect the information rights of all 
British Columbians and build a stronger democracy.  

 
Please let British Columbians know when we can expect this 
work to begin.  

 
Yours Truly, 

 
Vincent Gogolek 

Executive Director 

 
 
Micheal Vonn, Policy Director, BC Civil Liberties Association 

Glen Hansman, President, BC Teachers Federation 

Nick Taylor-Vaisey, President / National director, Canadian 
Association of Journalists 
Darrell Evans, President, Canadian Institute for Information and 
Privacy Studies Society 
Tamir Israel, Staff Lawyer, Canadian Internet Policy and Public 
Interest Clinic 

Randy Christensen,  Staff Lawyer, Ecojustice 

Jennifer Whiteside, Secretary Business Manager, Health 
Employees Union 
Dermod Travis, Executive Director, Integrity BC 
John Hinds, President and Chief Executive Officer, News Media 
Canada 

Neil Self, Chairperson, Positive Living Society of British Columbia 

Sharon Polsky, President, Privacy and Access Council of Canada 
Beth Clarke, Development and Program Director, Wilderness 
Committee 

Shannon Daub, Associate Director, Canadian Centre for Policy 
Alternatives—BC  Office 

Stanley Tromp, Journalist 



 

There are three main 

ways you can support 

FIPA: by becoming a 

member, by donating, 

or by becoming a 

volunteer! 

As a non-profit 

organization, we really 

rely on the generosity 

of our supporters to 

allow us to keep doing 

this important work.  

 

To become a 

member, donate, or 

volunteer, visit us 

online at fipa.bc.ca, 

send us an email at 

fipa@fipa.bc.ca or 

call us at 604-739-

WANT TO DO MORE?  

FIPA would like to thank 

you, our members, 

donors and funders for 

your generous support in 

making our work—and  

this bulletin—possible. 

THANK YOU! 
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After 8 years as FIPA’s Executive 

Director, we would like to wish 

Vincent Gogolek all the best in his 

retirement! 

Our long-serving and much-celebrated Executive Director, 
Vincent Gogolek, retired in February. Vince served as FIPA’s 
Executive Director from 2011-2018, and as Program Director 
from 2008-2010. In his time with FIPA, and especially in his 
capacity as ED, Vince played the lead role in both the everyday work of the association and in FIPA’s numerous public 
engagements. He acted as the public face of the Association in the media, and in this capacity he frequently appeared 
on local, regional, and national media programs to discuss issues related to government transparency and privacy 
rights. He also prepared numerous briefs for parliamentary bodies and appeared before these bodies to make 
representations on behalf of FIPA.  

During the time that I have been involved with FIPA, I have often heard us described as an organization that ‘punches 
above its weight’. I believe this to be true, and I believe that it is, in no small part, a reflection of Vince’s experience, 
vision, and leadership. He approached his work with a mix of energy (reflecting his deep personal and professional 
commitments to government transparency and accountability) and careful consideration (reflecting decades of 
experience and a deep understanding of government institutions and processes). He knew how and when to move 
quickly on emerging issues, and how and when to contribute to long-term law reform efforts. He was also adept at 
forming and participating in coalitions and campaigns that bring FIPA into partnership with other civil society 
associations and organizations.  

In a fitting tribute to a career dedicated to the protection and extension of information and privacy rights, the Privacy 
& Access Council of Canada recently announced that Vince was one of two 2018 recipients of a PACC Fellowship, in 
recognition of his extraordinary contributions to the Canadian FOI field. 

FIPA grew in important ways during Vince’s tenure, and we remain well-positioned to continue and extend our 
research, advocacy, and public education efforts. On behalf of the Board of Directors, the FIPA Staff, and the Members 
of this Society, I thank Vince for the vision, leadership, and tenacity he brought to FIPA. We wish him all the best in his 
retirement. I invite you to join us at this year’s Annual General Meeting, when we will have the opportunity to 
celebrate Vince’s contributions.  

 

Sincerely, 

Mike Larsen 

President 

BC Freedom of Information and Privacy Association 

https://fipa.bc.ca/
mailto:fipa@fipa.bc.ca


Join us! 

..increasing their right of access to 

government-held information.  

 

 

..promoting and defending the 

principle of universal and  

affordable access to the basic 

information channels of our time. 

 

 

 

..limiting the surveillance activities of 

the state, and by increasing our right 

of access to our own personal 

information and our ability to 

control the collection, use and 

sharing of our personal information, 

wherever it is stored. 
Contact FIPA for more information on becoming a member. 

We seek to empower citizens by... 
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In an interview with the Tyee, Vince looked back at his time with BC FIPA but also to the future. Here’s the interview with Vince 

and Andrew MacLeod at the Tyee.  

Tyee: In your time yelling about FOI and privacy issues, what have 
been the successes? 

Gogolek: Probably the biggest one in B.C. is the changes former 
commissioner Elizabeth Denham made in the interpretation of 
Section 25, which is release in the public interest. I don’t think 
we’ve seen the potential of that yet, but that is something that I 
think will pay off big time in terms of transparency in the years to 
come. We’re going to be seeing more pressure to have information 
released without the need for a request. 

Is there another change you want to highlight? 

There’s one that’s gone under the radar but which has a huge 
effect for individual requesters, especially people who are not using 
the act all the time. A few years back the government was cutting 
information out of releases all the time on the basis that it was 
“outside the scope of your request.” We were upset about this for 
a long time and we made arguments against it. Commissioner 
Denham and her adjudicators, in a series of cases, including one of 
ours, said, “You know what, this is not a proper interpretation of 
the act.” The wording of the act doesn’t allow you to do that. The 
Ministry of Children and Family Development in one of their 
submissions, arguing in favour to keep it, said they use it in 25 to 40 
per cent of FOI requests they get. Suddenly that was gone. That’s 
something I think has been a real day-to-day improvement in the 
system without legislative change in the time that I’ve been here. 

I know you have a list, but what are the remaining challenges? 

Got a while? 

Okay, what would be the top remaining challenge? 

In terms of FOI, it’s probably duty to document. Making sure the 
records are created in the first place. Making sure the records 
aren’t destroyed. Getting rid of the records or not creating them in 
the first place undermines not just democratic accountability, but it 
undermines the proper functioning of government. If you don’t 
have records, you don’t know what’s going on. You don’t know 
what happened, you don’t know why certain decisions were made. 
That is terrible public policy. That’s a battle that’s being waged now 
and I think ultimately we will win because governments that resist 
this, I think that people watching that, the citizenry, will look at this 

and say, “What do you mean you can’t write things down? How 
hard is this? Didn’t you used to do this all the time?” It affects 
them. It becomes a question of the credibility of our government, 
or possibly even our system of government. 

And on the privacy side? 

One of the biggest ones is something we’re just starting to see the 

tip of right now, which is artificial intelligence and algorithms, 

especially when these are being used for decision-making. Right 

now, if you have a decision that you disagree with, normally you 

have reasons from the decision-maker and you’re able to look at 

those and you have the ability to challenge them. But if it’s a black 

box, and it’s “the computer told me to do that,” it undermines 

human decision-making and human judgment. 

Can you give examples? What kinds of decisions are you talking 
about? 

Credit worthiness. Are you credit worthy? There are various criteria 

the credit companies use to decide whether or not you are fit for 

whatever lending of whatever amount of money you are seeking. 

Do you have court judgments against you? Have you had loans and 

paid them back, things like that. Problems come up though when 

you have somebody who really doesn’t fit the model. Other things 

are happening. There’s a bank in the U.K. that’s looking at your 

Facebook friends, then they do data mining on them, and if they’re 

bad, well you’re getting marked down. Of course the ultimate is 

the social credit system they have going in China right now, which 

is a combination of public and private sector, which can affect your 

ability to travel, to get loans, to get access to housing, things like 

that. We have to make sure we don’t hand over unlimited 

unchecked authority to machines. To what extent is that going to 

come here? We don’t know but we have to watch for this. 

We’ve had a new government in B.C. since July. What signals are 
you seeing about the direction they’re heading? 

The minister of citizen’s services, Jinny Sims, has FOI and privacy 

reform in her mandate letter. She has said she takes her mandate 

letter seriously and intends to make things happen. Of course,  

https://thetyee.ca/News/2018/02/27/Some-Gains-FOI-Privacy-More-To-Do/https:/thetyee.ca/News/2018/02/27/Some-Gains-FOI-Privacy-More-To-Do/https:/thetyee.ca/News/2018/02/27/Some-Gains-FOI-Privacy-More-To-Do/https:/thetyee.ca/News/2018/02/27/Some-Gains-FOI
https://thetyee.ca/News/2018/02/27/Some-Gains-FOI-Privacy-More-To-Do/%E2%80%9Chttp:/www.wired.co.uk/article/chinese-government-social-credit-score-privacy-invasion
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we’ve also had two throne speeches where we haven’t even had a mention of it. That’s one of the reasons we and a number of other 
groups wrote a letter to the Premier today just to remind him of commitments they made during the election campaign. We think it’s 
time to get rolling on this. 

What might hold them back from making the needed changes? 

Governments have a number of demands on them, there’s only so much house time to pass legislation. And then things start to get 
messy, where FOI requests that were put in at the beginning when they took over start coming back and sometimes what it reveals is 
stuff that’s not particularly favourable to the government. It’s strange, but when that starts to happen, the enthusiasm for FOI reform 
tends to wane as well. I think it makes sense for them as a new government to contrast themselves with the inaction of what happened 
before. Hopefully they also have more of a feel that they might someday be in opposition and be trying to hold the government to 
account and would like to have suitable tools to do that. Call me hopeful. Hopeful but watchful. 

What are your reflections on the challenges of the advocacy work you’ve been doing? How hard is it to push it forward? 

It’s not hard to push it forward. It’s hard to get something to happen as a result of the pushing. You have to be flexible and you have to 
look for opportunities to have something positive happen. Depending on the circumstances, hopefully you have a government that’s 
actually interested in making things open and more transparent. Sometimes you have to try and force things. You have situations where 
there’s been something like Triple Delete, which was terrible. Also the rise of the “no responsive records” responses we complained 
about starting back in 2012. These are not good things to happen, but sometimes you can use those to illustrate for people. It just 
basically causes outrage. It makes it harder for the government to do that. 

To what degree do you think the public understands these issues? 

I think people generally don’t like having dark places where information can be hidden away. And any time you’re in a situation where 
that exists, I think people are uncomfortable with that. I think the public understands there need to be exceptions for things like records 
of police investigations, but things can’t be stowed away essentially because “we say so.” Right now we have a very, very broad 
exception for “policy advice” which is far beyond what the original drafters thought this would be, and that’s got to be brought back into 
line. I think people want a properly functioning access system. They want to see information getting out in a timely manner. If the 
functioning of the system gets thrown into question, then the functioning of the government and its legitimacy gets thrown into 
question. 

How would you say the commissioner’s office is doing? Do they have the resources they need to address the complaints that come in 
and fulfill the rest of their role? 

There’ve been a lot of complaints about delays in terms of getting things through a hearing, getting things moving, getting investigators 
assigned. One of the issues is we’ve had an acting commissioner for quite some time now, which isn’t the fault of the acting 
commissioner. This can’t be good for the stability of the office and it puts the acting commissioner in an unfortunate position where he 
doesn’t know how long his term is going to be. In terms of getting initiatives under way or longer term examinations, it makes it harder 
to do that. 

You weren’t tempted to toss your hat into the competition for a new commissioner? 

My hat was not at any time in that competition and is not now. I’m old. I’m retiring. I’m ready for relaxation, some travel. I’m not looking 

for a heavy duty new gig, exciting though it would be. 

https://thetyee.ca/News/2018/02/27/Some-Gains-FOI-Privacy-More-To-Do/%E2%80%9Chttps:/fipa.bc.ca/joint-letter-calls-for-action-on-foi-and-privacy-reform/%E2%80%9D
https://thetyee.ca/News/2018/02/27/Some-Gains-FOI-Privacy-More-To-Do/%E2%80%9Chttps:/thetyee.ca/News/2016/03/11/Triple-Delete-Chargse/%E2%80%9D
https://thetyee.ca/News/2018/02/27/Some-Gains-FOI-Privacy-More-To-Do/%E2%80%9Chttp:/news.url.google.com/url?sa=j&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.timescolonist.com%2Fnews%2Flocal%2Fpress-pass-the-seemingly-never-ending-search-for-a-new-privacy-commissioner-1.23177741&uct
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A big welcome to Sara Neuert, FIPA’s new Executive Director! 

Sara Neuert is the new Executive Director of the BC Freedom of 

Information and Privacy Association.  She has been working as a 

consultant for the past decade in community and grassroots initiatives 

between universities, industries, government and Indigenous communities 

where the focus was on strategic planning, project management and 

building relationships. 

Sara is originally from Ontario where she held senior roles in non-profit, 

government and industry.  Protecting and promoting the rights of 

Indigenous communities and peoples.  Most notable was her work on Water Source Protection legislation, child 

welfare reform and the Ipperwash Inquiry recommendations. 

Sara is a graduate of Wilfrid Laurier University (Hons.) (Contemporary Studies) and Royal Roads University (Peace 

Studies).  Also Sara holds a diploma in Business Administration with Sheridan College. 

JOIN US AT THE 2018 FIPA AGM 

It’s that time of the year! Join us on Tuesday, June 19th at 6PM for our 2018 Annual General Meeting. Keep 

an eye on your inbox for more information to come! 

The AGM is your chance to hear about our work, elect BC FIPA board members, review updates to our bylaws, 

and talk about some of this year's most important freedom of information and privacy issues.  

 

 

 

 

 

To check the status of your membership, to renew, or join FIPA, send an email to fipa@fipa.bc.ca with your full 

name and email. You can also renew your membership online at https://fipa.bc.ca/. 

Be sure that your membership 

is up to date so that you can 

vote at the meeting! 


